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CHAT LIGHT Video Chat Illumination Device for iPads 
and Laptops
by Glowzi, Inc.

[Stock, prices, version and shipping info]

• Works on the same lighting principles fashion photographers use to photograph the 
world's most beautiful people
• Invented by a fashion photographer and entrepreneur (U.S. Patent #7,841,729)
• Compatible with any iPad or laptop (adjustable to fit any screen size)
• Powered by USB or USB adapter
• Webcam activated
• Cool, bluish white diffused light (used in fashion and commercial photography)
• 60-day money back guarantee

Product Description

CHAT LIGHT and video chats are a match made in heaven. Unlike lamps and lighting kits 
that just throw light, CHAT LIGHT also makes you look like a million bucks.

Invented and patented by a fashion photographer and entrepreneur, CHAT LIGHT works 
on the same lighting principles fashion photographers use to photograph the world's most 
beautiful people.

CHAT LIGHT's cool, bluish white diffused light (used in fashion and commercial 
photography) “softens” things up, cancels out shadows on your face, plays down 
imperfections, and even makes your eyes appear clearer. CHAT LIGHT works even if all 
the other lights are switched off.

Compatible with any iPad or laptop, it is adjustable to fit any screen size. Turning on the 
webcam activates CHAT LIGHT. If you wish, you can turn it off and use just the available 
light.

Unlike lamps and lighting kits, CHAT LIGHT does not take up valuable space (thus helping
you minimize clutter), is cool to the touch, and does not require mains power or a long 
power cord (no risk of power fluctuations and tripping).

CHAT LIGHT helps you chat with a date, catch up with friends and folks back home, attend
an interview or take care of business without worrying about how you look.

60-day money back guarantee.
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